Wallace Group Organized for Political Action
Meeting Heats Talks
By P.C.A. Delegate
And Harvard Student
Gathering at Westgate under the auspices of the Westgate chapter of the Progressive Citizens of America last Thursday evening, thirty-three faculty members and Emerson students formed an M.I.T. for Wallace Committee in order to support Governor Alvan E. H. Wallace.

In deciding to form the group, it was decided to act and assume a role as a Class B activity. In taking this action they cited the claim that similar political organizations had existed on that basis in the past, notably at St. John’s. Wallace was chosen at the meeting to represent the group to the Progressive Citizens of America.

Weineman Favors Wallace

In discussing the choice of Wallace, Richard Weineman of the Cambridge P.C.A. expressed his support for Wallace, feeling that the Progressive Citizens of America should be for someone who is ready to lead a movement and who is ready to lead a movement for the people of the nation.

Wallace was chosen because he is ready to lead a movement. Weineman stated that he would help any other candidate, but he would not support any other candidate. Weineman suggested that Wallace would be the best choice for the Progressive Citizens of America.

Weineman continued by expressing his support for Wallace, mentioning that he would help any other candidate, but he would not support any other candidate. Weineman suggested that Wallace would be the best choice for the Progressive Citizens of America.
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Letters to the Editor

The Tech would refer to our man, Mr. X, that he could find, the phrase, "professional involvement in the Undergraduate?". Must we restrict ourselves to thoughts about a gadget for public service, to 560 meter Engineers vote, dance, walk, read, think, do other things which many consider mori. Therefore, in the province of TEN to bring certain situations to the attention of Instituto students - situations which will directly affect these students! Academic freedom at other campuses is a matter of interest to Tech students.

The facts: Dr. Harley is director of engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where he is also a member of the Simmons College, in a post which resembles the position of Legislative Coordinator. To object to the Herald's demand that this man be removed unless he can be shown to have done so; to object to the Herald's editorializing on it. The Herald has every right to object to this man's philosophy, but they must show logically that his teaching is indeed false, rather than merely unpleasant. Since the Simmons students admire Dr. Harley, perhaps they will do what is imperative, "intellectual stimulation" as well as knowledge. I think that too firm a belief in Harvard's creed would result in the gradual eradication of the intellectual atmosphere. We are citizens of Congressmen representing Massachusetts from Representatives.

It is too much to ask that we apply the scientific method to our daily lives as Harvard students and philosophers? You say that "... the editing of society...". Are you that absolute free speech for those who agree with him, and seem to me, and me, and me, who do not agree... "Where the Tech's writer, Mr. X, is trying to understand with the offending article before me. One of the rights under the constitution is free speech, and teachers have that right. After all, by what standards can they be trained in the art of philosophy and knowledge which makes so much for society. It is to be told that in a certain way of looking at the world is correct, and then make an attempt to attract attention of uninterested girl by yelling out nonsense car. She is about as sincere because she is allergic to being read.

If you won't be back next term...

Facing the future with uncertainty? Here's your chance for security with high income and a full retirement plan. The new Army and Air Force are offering unprecedented opportunities. A whole sale food buying project was inaugurated which saves large sums of money for the group each month. The council has improved the gardens, partially trimmed the lime and rose problem in the area, improved garbage collection methods, installed safety devices on the roads, and raised a diet, the area. One other very important project sponsored by the town hall, containing several main electric-operated washers. The Westgate Nursery School has started, under the auspices of the Educational council, has become a training ground. The Westgate School, under the auspices of the Educational council, has become a training ground. The Westgate Nursery School is greatly limited, and young persons only children by the ages of 3 years and 5½ years are permitted.

PROMOTIONS

The Management Board of The Tech takes pleasure in announcing the following changes that have been made.

As Staff Assistants—Robert E. Glazier, '51; Warren E. Bell, '51; Olen Becker, '49; Thomas S. Rosenberg, '51; Melvin J. Wolfman, '51; Frank D. Diamond, '51; Postin F. Deans, '51; and Sheldon B. Herrick, '51.

As Staff Members—Morton A. Bromak, '51; Eugene Lubetz, '51; Charles H. Halsted, '51; Henry J. Cashman, '51; Fred I. Diamond, '51; Donald Eberly, '51; Marvin C. Grossman, '51; Henry Hahn, '51; Frank E. Heart; '51; Maurice B. Hahn, '51; Walter W. Jones, '51; George H. Myers, '51; John R. Seiver, '51; George A. Vandemand, '51; William W. Vincius, '49; and Stanley F. Steinacy, '51.
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Sports Schedule

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 21
Swimming—Freshmen vs. Ansbro Academy at Alumni Pool—4:00 p.m.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 24
Basketball—Boston Knights of Columbus at Boston Garden—7:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 31
Squash—Varsity vs. Mount Holyoke at Montrose
Squash—Malcolm Games in Madison Square Garden, N. Y.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7
Squash—Varsity vs. University of Toronto at Montreal
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 9
Hockey—Varsity vs. University of Mass. at Boston Arena—7:00 p.m.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14
Basketball—Elmira College at New York University—8:00 p.m.

Racquetmen Lose Match to Williams

Tech's squash team, playing at Williamsaw, dropped a 5-1 meet to the Williams men last Saturday afternoon. Steve Brunn, captain of the Engineer team, and Dick Malbone triumphed for Tech.

A week from Saturday the Beaver men will journey to Canada to meet McGill University in squash matches forming part of McGill's Athletics Night, which features a weekend of sports and entertainment.

The following Sunday the team is asked for a clash with the University of Toronto in another Canadian match. With a 6-3 victory over Ambrose and a 5-2 win over Wesbrook, the squashes spotted a second record of two victories and four losses. The only creditable individual record among the team members is held by Steve Brumm, who has won eight matches and lost four.

Tech Five Drops Coast Guard Fray In Final Minutes

Still in the same rut that doomed them in the Northeastern fracas last Wednesday, the Tech men were handed a 44-47 defeat by the Coast Guard Friday night, on the Academy floor.

The last four minutes of the game marked the Bearers' downfall as the Coast Guardsmen pushed aside a slim Tech lead to walk off with the victory. Never finding the form that powered their four-game winning streak, the Bearers were helpless under the Cadets' final barrage.

Unlike Tech's other three defeats, Friday's game saw the Bearers move into an early lead and hold a half-time advantage. But Detroit paced Tech's unimpressive attack with 13 points from the field and two from the 16-foot line. Coast made five of 15 free-throw attempts in the first half, 12 of 24 in the second, for the margin of 22Ch.

The Coast men had the last word in the last minute of the game as the Bearers failed to make a shot. Dean and Wood turned in during the trials, the former with 12 points from the field, the latter with 10.

Pursing to win the third meet of the series, the Bearers and Coast Guardsmen posted a 2-0 dual record in the conference.

The only creditable individual record among the team members is held by Fred Brown, who has won eight matches and lost four.

Runners Prime For First Race On Garden Lap

Oscar Stages Trials For Relay Positions; Team Runs Saturday

Rehearsal for the Boston Knights of Columbus at this Saturday evening at the Boston Garden, the Technology trackmen are running through rainy trials for the Briggs Field band to shape up a team for the indoor season.

Last Saturday competition got under way for position on the varsity mile and two-mile relay teams, and the freshman relay. Although several fine performances were turned in during the trials, the definite makeup of the teams will not be determined by Coach Oscar Hurd and until sometime this week. Leading Trackmen

Among the veterans of last year's track team on whom Coach Hurd can rely during the indoor season are Doug Vigliano and H. A. Dragan, both veterans of two indoor seasons, and Walt Wagner and John McMartin. All four were standouts in the varsity mile relay trials. Two more of Oscar's hopes, Al Del Loda and Ted Reale, were unable to compete in the Saturday trial due to cold, but will be put through trial runs this week.

From the cross country team several reliable runners are slated for posts on the two-mile relay. Herb Menne and Jan Lett turned in during the trials, while Gordon Hunt, Frank Houston, Ted Lobo, and Bob Simpson fighting for the other two positions on the relay team.

Eligh Faces Fresh

Among the freshmen Oscar has a potential star in Ed Fish, who ran a beautiful quarter to lead his relay team to victory in the University trials. The Silvershine boys, Al Del Loda and Ted Reale, were unable to compete in the Saturday trial due to cold, but will be put through trial runs this week.

From the cross country team several reliable runners are slated for posts on the two-mile relay. Herb Menne and Jan Lett turned in during the trials, while Gordon Hunt, Frank Houston, Ted Lobo, and Bob Simpson fighting for the other two positions on the relay team.
TECH, Amherst Tie in Wrestling

Matmen Draw 14:14; Haggerty Scores Fall
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cause they were both pretty fair athletes.

Shows Versatility

Clifford's ability has not been limited to excellence in
lacrosse and hockey. In high school he was All-Scholastic in tennis at Bennett.
High in Buffalo. In bowling, baseball, 
and football he was limited to excellence in lacrosse and hockey. At most other schools his ability
would have been exploited to their greatest advantage especially concerning baseball and football.
At most other schools he would have been
smartest dance school

HOCKEY

"My cigarette is the MILD cigarette... that’s why Chesterfield is my favorite" 

Ronald Reagan

The Smith House

300 Memorial Drive

Famous Foods For Fifty Years

"The Voice of the Turtle"

A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION

It takes ABC TO SATISFY ME!

Says Picture Star Ronald Reagan

When you change to Chesterfield

THE FIRST THING YOU WILL
NOTICE IS THEIR MILDNESS

...that’s because of their Right Combination

World’s Best Tobaccos

ALWAYS Milder
BETTER TASTING
COOLER SMOKING

ALWAYS BUY CHESTERFIELD

They Satisfy